
 
STD 4th                                    S.A 1 EXAMINATION                                                                              MARKS 180 
SUB CAMBRIDGE                                                                                                                                        DATE 
1 this is a shuttle cock.        ( rewrite sentence putting in capital leeters) 

2 The wind is blowing.    ( underline the subject) 

3 __________ is our national animal.  ( Tiger  /  Lion) 

4 Our teacher has a whole ___________ of books.   ( library  /  cupboard) 

5 Tyres are made of _________     ( leather  /  rubber) 

6 Iron is a useful metal      ( underline the noun) 

7 We _________ three dogs as pets.    ( has  /  have) 

8 The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

8 The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

10 Ashok was a good king.   ( underline the Adjectives) 

11 He did not eat _________ bread.   ( any  /  some) 

12 Meera is walking with ___________ father.    ( her  /  hers) 

13 There is __________ egg on the plate.   (a  /  an) 

14 What is the name of the place where a farmer works? 

15 What is Europe? 

16 east  ,  west  ,  but  ,  north  ,  south  ,  direction    ( underline which is not noun) 

17 arun has a new puppy.     ( rewrite sentence putting in capital letter) 

18 India is a great country.   ( underline the subject) 

19 ________ rotates round the sun.    ( moon  /  sun) 

20 The ________ of soldiers marched into battle.   (crowd  /  army) 

21 Shirts are made of ________        ( nylon  /  sand  /  wood) 

22 Do you _________  a pen to lend me, rati?     ( has  /  have) 

23 The table is made of wood.  ( underline the noun) 

24 The children look healthy.   ( underline the verb) 

25 Fish ________  ( swim  /  flow  /  float) 

26 Kolkata is a big city.  ( underline the Adjective) 

27 He had ________ bread.  ( enough  /  some) 



28 The husband is walking with __________ wife.  ( him  /  his) 

29 ___________ Himalayas are covered with snow   ( an  /  the) 

30 What is the name of the largest river in india? 

31 What is an Everest? 

32 food  /  drink  /  fruit  /  vegetable  /  your  /  meat      ( underline which is not noun) 

33 The train ________ be late.   ( may  / might) 

34 I think It ___________ rain tonight.   ( will/ would) 

35 I __________ go to the post office.  ( must  /  can) 

36 Toy‐        ( give plural form) 

37 She is talking to you.please listen to ________     ( her / hers) 

38 _________ favourite game is tennis.    ( our  / ours) 

39The ________________  are playing .  (children  / child)   

40this is a shuttle cock.        ( rewrite sentence putting in capital leeters) 

41She behaved foolishly.   ( underline the Adverb) 

42The wind is blowing.    ( underline the subject) 

43She washes ____________ everyday.   ( herself  /  myself) 

44__________ is our national animal.  ( Tiger  /  Lion) 

45 Our teacher has a whole ___________ of books.   ( library  /  cupboard) 

 46We agreed to help _________ with their maths problems.  ( they  /  them) 

47I met a man. _________ was riding an ass.  ( who / whom) 

48Tyres are made of _________     ( leather  /  rubber) 

 49This is a new pair of _____________  .   ( shoe / shoes) 

50Iron is a useful metal      ( underline the noun) 

51 ___________  are made of steel .  ( ship / ships )      

52We _________ three dogs as pets.    ( has  /  have) 

 53The  __________  are on the table .  ( knife  /  knives ) 

54The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

55She ate only of few _____________  .   ( mango  /  mangoes ) 

56 Ashok was a good king.   ( underline the Adjectives) 

57A __________  of shocks. 

 58 He did not eat _________ bread.   ( any  /  some) 



59is angry ________ me.  ( on / with)   

 60 The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

 61 A ___________  of shoes .                      

 62 A ___________  of jam. 

63 There is __________ egg on the plate.   (a  /  an) 

 

64A ___________  of milk.   

65 What is the name of the place where a farmer works? 

 66 A ____________ of water. 

67 What is Europe? 

68Widow                                   ( change the gender)    

69 east  ,  west  ,  but  ,  north  ,  south  ,  direction    ( underline which is not noun 

 70 Queen                                 ( change the gender)     

 71arun has a new puppy.     ( rewrite sentence putting in capital letter) 

 72 Husband                               ( change the gender)    

 73India is a great country.   ( underline the subject) 

74 Son                                         ( change the gender) 

75 ________ rotates round the sun.    ( moon  /  sun) 

76The girl is my sister. ________ is carrying the tray.  ( she /her) 

77The ________ of soldiers marched into battle.   (crowd  /  army) 

78Tell those boys that _________ may wait.  ( they / their) 

79Shirts are made of ________        ( nylon  /  sand  /  wood) 

80The dog has hurt __________.  ( itself / themselves) 

81Do you _________  a pen to lend me, rati?     ( has  /  have) 

82He was very tired.  ( underline the Adverb) 

83The table is made of wood.  ( underline the noun) 

84Parrots can fly ________ dogs can not.      ( but/ or) 

85The children look healthy.   ( underline the verb) 

86This is the girl. Her courage saved us.  ( use  ‘whose’) 

87Fish ________  ( swim  /  flow  /  float) 

 88  Will she come by bus _________ by train.   ( or / and) 



89 Kolkata is a big city.  ( underline the Adjective) 

90Work hard ________ you want to pass.   ( if / or)  

 91 He had ________ bread.  ( enough  /  some) 

 92 She could not go to school ______________ she was ill. (because / so) 

93 The husband is walking with __________ wife.  ( him  /  his) 

94The horse has a saddle _________ a bridle.  ( put the proper conjuction) 

95 ___________ Himalayas are covered with snow   ( an  /  the) 

96He lives _________ Mumbai   

97 What is the name of the largest river in india? 

98Delhi is the capital of india.It stands on the Yamuna.  ( use  ‘ which”) 

99 What is an Everest? 

100He is angry ________ me.  ( on / with) 

101 food  /  drink  /  fruit  /  vegetable  /  your  /  meat      ( underline which is not noun) 

102 you ________ I are old friends.  ( and / or) 

 

103SSrules / everyone / the / follow / must  ( rearrang ethe sentence) 

104 Is there __________ milk in the jug?  ( any / some) 

105 Kamla is a nurse.  ( underline ‘noun’) 

106 An old man is standing there.  ( underline the Adjective) 

107 He walks quickly.  ( underline the Adverb) 

108 He is suffering  ___________ typhoid.  ( with / from) 

109A giraffe ________ a long neck.  ( has / have) 

110Mary ________ type fast.  ( can / may) 

111 ________ I come in?   ( may / might) 

112My father ___________ be forty next Saturday.  ( will / was) 

113You  _________ drive carefully.   ( can / must) 

114 lady‐                 ( give plural form) 

115 What about suresh? Where is _________ ?   ( he / him) 

116This is ________ notebook.    ( MY / MINE) 

117Shankar is a teacher.  ( underline the ‘noun’) 



118 Is kishore in? I would like to talk to _______    ( him / his) 

119The girl sang sweetly.  ( underline the Adverb) 

120He jumped ________ the river.  ( in  / into) 

121The cup dropped. It didn’t break.  ( use  but) 

122Last month we _________ three parties.   ( have / has) 

123Gopi ________ carry two boxes.   ( can  / may) 

124 this is a shuttle cock.        ( rewrite sentence putting in capital leeters) 

125 The wind is blowing.    ( underline the subject) 

126 __________ is our national animal.  ( Tiger  /  Lion) 

127 Our teacher has a whole ___________ of books.   ( library  /  cupboard) 

128 Tyres are made of _________     ( leather  /  rubber) 

129 Iron is a useful metal      ( underline the noun) 

130 We _________ three dogs as pets.    ( has  /  have) 

131 The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

132 The old man is tired.     ( underline the verb) 

133Ashok was a good king.   ( underline the Adjectives) 

134He did not eat _________ bread.   ( any  /  some) 

135Meera is walking with ___________ father.    ( her  /  hers) 

136There is __________ egg on the plate.   (a  /  an) 

137What is the name of the place where a farmer works? 

138What is Europe? 

139east  ,  west  ,  but  ,  north  ,  south  ,  direction    ( underline which is not noun) 

140 The cup dropped. It didn’t break.  ( use  but) 

141 The everest is the world’s highest mountain.    ( underline the noun) 

142 This is __________ bag not _________ .    ( mine / my / your / yours) 

143 Which two are usually sweet? 

144 Which two things are made from milk? 

145 He goes to the office by bus.    ( underline the noun) 

146 obey should you parents your    ( rearrange the sentence) 

147 __________ train was ________ hour late.   ( a  /  an  /  the) 

148 She come to _________ house and i goes to ________   ( my  /  mine  /  her  /  hers) 



149 The Bible is holy book of christian.  ( underline the noun) 

150 Which two animals have a teeth? 

151Which two are homes? 

152My sisters knows urdu.  ( underline the noun) 

153he letter forgot i to post   ( rearrange the sentence ) 

154I saw ________ ox grazing in _________ field.   (  a  /  an  /  the) 

155The everest is the world’s highest mountain.    ( underline the noun) 

156 This is __________ bag not _________ .    ( mine / my / your / yours) 

 Q-2 READ THE PARAGRAPH AND GIVE THE ANSWER OF FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.        (12) 
 

Our eyes work much like a camera .Each eye has an adjustable opening called the iris. Through this opening, the light 
enters the eye. It has a lens that helps to form an image on a sensitive film called the retina. This film is at the back of 
the eye. 

1 How do our eyes work? 
2 How does light enter the eye? 
3 Which part of the eye has a lens? 
4 What helps to form an image? 
5 What is retina? 
6 Whaere is the image formed? 
 Q-2 READ THE PARAGRAPH AND GIVE THE ANSWER OF FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.        (12) 
 

Games and sports give us enjoyment. They keep us healthy also. They develop our self‐confidence. They teach us to 
live in discipline. They teach us to follow the rules. They teach us to cooperate with others. In short, games make us 
better human beings and good citizens. 

1 How are games and sports good for our body? 
2 How are games and sports good for our mind? 
3 How do games and sports teach us discipline? 
4 What can make one a good human being? 
5 Who could yo call a good citizen? 
6 Give the opposites of  (1) healthy                      (2) good 

                                                                                                                                                                                          

 
 
Sub: Grammar                                      S.A.1                                                       Std: 4th 
 
Q.1. Give the Feminine of: [30 Marks] 
1. duke                      2. Hero                  3. Sir                 4. Widower            5. King 
6. Husband                7. Host                  8. Milkman       9. Monk            10. Shepherd 
 
Q.2. Change the number of the following Nouns: [30 Marks] 



1. kilo                      2. Shelf                        3. Life                  4. Foot              5. Deer 
6. Army                   7. Sheep                      8. Roofs                9. Wives            10. Heroes 
 
Q.3. Join the sentences, by using "or" or "because": [30 Marks] 
1. She must work. She will fail. 
2. She cannot drink this coffee. It is too hot. 
3. He failed in the examination. He did not work hard. 
4. Sit still. You will fall from the stool. 
5. Is Mary your sister? Is she your cousin. 
 
Q.4. Fill in the blanks with suitable Preposition: [30 Marks] 
1. Please attend ______________ what he is saying. 
2. I prefer coffee _________ tea. 
3. He jumped __________ the river. 
4. My brother is fond _____________ music. 
5. Take care ___________ your health. 
6. She comes __________ a poor family. 
7. She is angry _______me. 
8. He invited me __________ tea. 
9. I complained ___________ the injustice done to him. 
10. He depends ______ his friend. 
11. He agreed __________ my proposal. 
12. She is proud ________ her beauty. 
13. We arrived ______________ the station __________ time. 
14. He died __________ malaria. 
15. She acted _____________ my advice. 
 
Q.5. Join the sentences into one sentence, using Who, Whose, whom, which or that: [15 Marks] 
1. Delhi is the capital of India. It stands on the yamuna. 
2. John is an intelligent boy. All the teachers like him. 
3. The boy has hurt his leg. He fell off his bicycle. 
4. Here are the pencils. You lost them yesterday. 
5. Here are the books. I bought them yesterday. 
 
Q.6. Fill in the blanks with Reflexive or Emphasizing Pronoun: [25 Marks] 
1. They ___________________ are responsible for the mistake. 
2. You ____________ wanted this. 
3. He ____________ went to see the prisoner. 
4. We often deceive _______________. 
5. The thieves hid ___________________. 
Q.7. Underline the Adverbs and tell its kind: [15 Marks] 
1. We went to the concert yesterday. 
2. All the bedrooms are upstairs. 
3. She met with an accident there. 
4. The old woman spent her money foolishly. 
5. The doctor is coming immediately. 
 
Q.8. Underline the Adjectives in the following sentences and say what kind of Adjective each one is. 
Also circle the Noun it belongs to: [30 Marks] 
1. The old man has grey hair. 
2. It was a cloudy day. 
3. look at that bird. 
4. I want these mangoes. 
5. Sita has a sweet voice. 
6. I have some money. 



7. Kalidasa wrote many plays. 
8. There are twenty-five boys in this class. 
9. Sudhir has handed his homework to the teacher. 
10. My neighbours have been searching for their pet dog for the last one week. 
 
Q.9. Underline the Transitive, Intransitive and Compliments:      [30] 
1. Ram wrote a letter. 
2. The baby sleeps. 
3. Hari seems tired. 
4. The old woman is dead. 
5. Siya was very happy. 
6. Anuja is a brother of Avinash. 
7. The child appears pleased. 
8. He writes novels. 
9. The sun shines. 
10. Rina gathered roses. 
11. The fire burnt the house. 
12. She looked chirp. 
13. He went mad. 
14. She looked sad. 
15. The children look healthy. 
 
Q.10. Write out the following sentences, putting  in the capital Letters where necessary:  [10] 
1. the largest city in america is new york. 
2. connaught circus is in new delhi. 
3. king george was the ruler of great britain. 
4. we sailed to england on the queen elizabeth. 
5. paris is the capital of france. 
 
Q.11. Fill in the blanks with suitable Material Noun:     [15] 
1. Windowpanes are made of _________.(paper, oil, grass) 
2. Cups are usually made of __________.(china, wood, paper) 
3. Tractors are made of ________. (steel, wood, glass) 
4. Tyres are made of _________ (leather, rubber, wool) 
5. Bricks are made of __________( clay, wood, iron) 
 
Q.12. Add Predicates to the following subjects:       [15] 
1. In winter _____________________ 
2. In summer, we ________________ 
3. My favorite sports _____________ 
4. Aeroplanes ______________ 
5. The postman ______________ 
 
Q.13. Compo:              [20]   
1. Our National Bird Peacock               2. My favorite season 
 

 
Sub: Reader                                         S.A.1                                                                     Marks: 300 
Q.1. Meanings:              [50]       
1. Icky                       2. Intrepid             3. Quick-footed            4. Pawed             5. Turnip  



6. Assistance             7. Supper              8. Especially                9. Succeeds         10. Cheered wildly 
11. Shan’t                 12. Coax               13. Tuft                      14. Darted            15. Dreadfully 
16. Sighed                17. Scampered     18. Coops                    19.  Creek             20. Upset  
21. Choke                 22. Share            23. Whirl                      24. Chequered        25. Pipes 
 
Q.2. Fill in the blanks:          [60] 
1. Tess__________ to attention.(missile, snapped) 
2. Abby _________ and pulled her arm away.(grinned, grimaced) 
3. The poet will not invite_________ to her party.(Linda, Mary) 
4. Marty threw sand into _______ eye.(the poet's, Mary's) 
5. Tiaras are usually worn by ________.(old ladies, princesses, boys) 
6. Her brother gave her a _______.(pair of shoes, sports cards, doll) 
7. The owl is not a __________ animal.(beautiful, wise) 
8. It can __________ its head completely around.(turn, bend) 
9. The owl's call is ______.(soft, harsh) 
10. An owl's call is called a _________.(cry, hoot) 
11. Or, those_________ dogs at the airport.[missile, sniffing] 
12. She __________ through the pages of the book.[flipped, snapped] 
13. The poet will give her friends________[cola and chocolate, cookies and....... 
14. The poet has not been invited to ________ party.[Maroa's....... 
15. She did not give her brother a ____.[doll, petdog,...... 
16. Tiaras are usually worn by _________.[old ladies, Princess, boys] 
17. It has a ________ look on its face.[sad, serious] 
18. The owl's call is compared to __________.[an eagle's , a peacock's] 
19. The owl's eyes can focus on objects______.[sharply, instantly] 
20. Owls are creatures of the ________.[day, night] 
21. ______ is very important for your overall good health. 
22. Avoid foods high in ______ and ____. 
23. Strong bones require _______. 
24. Along with a good diet, you also need ______ and ______. 
25. The robber had ________  away from that place before the police _____ him. 
26. The house had ________ before the people ______ out. 
27. We _____ a film after the children ____ to sleep. 
28. They had _____ in Pune before they ________ to Mumbai. 
29. My clothes had ______ by the time I ______ home. 
30. Although he had ___ a car, he ____ his scooter till he was sixty. 
 
Q.3. True or false:           [60] 
1. Abby loved turnips._________ 
2. Tess loved dogs and behaved like one._____ 
3. The speaker is playing a trick on her brother.____ 
4. She gives her brother a bike which he will really enjoy.______ 
5. Aditi was thoughtful.______ 
6. Neha was sick for the rest of the trip._____ 
7. Calydon was a city in Greece._________ 
8. The people watching the race wanted Atalanta to win.________ 
9. The poet is scared of owls._____  
10. The owl hunts for its food at night._____ 
11. The owl hunts for its food at night.____ 
12. Many people believe owls can cast spells.____ 
13. The owl flaps its wings and flies noisily.___ 
14. Melanion threw the apples at Atalanta to hurt her._____ 
15. Without the help of the golden apples, Melanion would not have won the race._____ 
16. The Speaker seriously believes her brother will enjoy the gifts she had chosen for him._____ 
17. Her brother was very thoughtful when he chose her birthday gift.____ 



18. Animals are bad at cheering patients.____ 
19. When Abby tossed the rubber ball, Tess went after it.____ 
20. Tess loved dogs and behave like one.______ 
21. The poet wants her neighbors to admire her. 
22. The poet knows a lot about planes. 
23. She can wait for long to learn to fly. 
24. Lambs are kept in open fields. 
25. A camel is not given anything very special to eat. 
26. Father rabbit was stricter than Mother rabbit. 
27. Peacock asked small Rabbit to peel the snake. 
28.Monkey knew the right way to eat a banana. 
29. Small Rabbit saw spinach growing in the empty well. 
30.She finds it difficult to learn airplane words. 
 
Q.4. Match the following:          [20] 
1. exposed                           □ soft and silky 
2. Slumber                           □ useful 
3. crunch                             □ sleep  
4. sleek                                □ to know  
5. handy                              □ a chewing sound 
6. to be aware                     □ to be in the open  
7. Mithu                             □ agrees with mother about giving Raju more food 
8. Mother                           □ divides the egg equally between Meena and Raju 
9. Grandmother                 □ feels Meena and Raju should get equal food 
10. Father                          □ always gives Raju more food 
-11. Competitor                 □ having a strong desire to know more 
12. curious                         □ a person who is racing against you 
13. winning post               □ to shout in support of someone 
14. cheer                            □ to not succeed 
15. fail                               □ the finish line of the race 
-16. Camels                       □ seeds 
17. canary bird                  □ crackers 
18. poodles                        □ anything 
19. parrots                         □ chicken 
-20. Mother gave small     □ but he wanted spinach instead 
       Rabbit carrot            
 
Q.5. Tick the correct answers:         [60] 
1. Camels are Wild/domestic animals. 
2. Camels have 54/34 teeth. 
3. A camel has two/three eyelids to protect its eyes. 
4. Bachendri Pal was born in a town/village. 
5. The poet is afraid/confident of flying in bad weather. 
6. Barrel rolls and dives are parts of an aircraft/ tricks pilots do. 
7. When I soar, my plane goes very high/low. 
8. Her father was a school teacher/trader. 
9. She was the first girl in her village to go to school /college. 
10. Camels live mainly in mountains/desert areas. 
11. The poet is afraid/confident of flying in bad weather.  
12. When I soar, my plane goes very high/low. 
13. Earhart would be proud because the poet will whirl/dive. 
14. Barrel rolls and dives are parts of an aircraft/ tricks pilots do. 
15.What can Prowl? Rabbit/ Tiger 
            
Q.6. Answer the following Questions:         [20] 



1. Why will you want the speaker’s autograph? 
2. Who is Lali? 
3. Why does Lali have to be caught? 
4. What does in time means here? 
5. Had she been warned about something like this happening? 
6. What is grumbling about? 
7. Why is the word ANYTHING given in capital letters? What is the poet trying to show? 
8. What was a long chase? 
9. “Its’ long chase, she barely manages to catch hold of Lali in time.” 
a. Who is she? 
10. What does 'being goofy' means? 
 
Q.7. Do as Directed:            [30] 
1. Write two participants or equipment:- 'Golf ' 
2.Give synonym for word 'Perch'.  
3. Complete the sentence: 
Opening an Umbrella, I____________________________________. 
4. Circle two rhyming word: 
      Tight                           here                             tour 
      Caught                        light                            shout 
5. Give synonyms for word ''Perch''. 
6. Use ''especially'' in a sentence of your own. 
7. What does ''being goofy'' means? 
8. Write two participants or equipments: ''polo'' 
9. Circle the silent letter: 
      Cough          tough           design             comb 
10. Give another word for words underline : Chickens can roost  upon rails, ________ 
11. Underline the adverb : Mithu enjoys thoroughly. 
12. Who am I: I can whirl at top speed. 
13. Circle rhyming words: 
     Hold  blown gold louse cone one bone 
14. Use suitable adverb: I have looked _________ but I can't find my dog.  
15. Underline the adverbs: Mithu enjoys himself thoroughly. 
 
 
 


